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Eat my
blog

She’s a petite thirtysomething from 
Bangkok but 10,000 people a week want 
to know what she had for lunch. Jay Rayner meets 
a culinary explorer whose online diaries have won 
her a cult following among foodies the world over

I
f eating in Michelin-starred restau-
rants were an Olympic sport – and
it really ought to be – Pim Techa-
muanvivit would win gold, easy.
In the last week of April, Pim sam-
pled the tasting menu at the three-

star Fat Duck in Bray, recently named best
restaurant in the world. A few days after
that she was at a French three-star, Michel
Bras in Laguiole, a stopping-off point en
route to her dinner at the famed three-star
El Bulli in Catalonia. She then returned to
Paris by way of the two-star restaurant of
Olivier Roellinger,Les Maisons de Bricourt
at Cancale. While staying in the French
capital she ate at the two-star L’Astrance
– twice – at the two-star Le Meurice once,
the three-star L’Ambrosie and, finally, at
Pierre Gagnaire’s famed three-star temple
to gastronomy on rue Balzac. In all, Pim
managed 23 Michelin stars in the space of
about six weeks.

There are many remarkable things
about this odyssey, but perhaps the most
extraordinary of them all is that Pim is not
the size of a bus, or even a modest camper
van. She is a petite and perfectly formed
thirtysomething Thai woman who hap-
pens to be blessed with a high-end food
habit, the money to pay for it and a very
forgiving metabolism. Frankly, if I didn’t
like her I’d hate her.

Instead, like many thousands of other
people worldwide, I count myself as one
of Pim’s fans,courtesy of her extraordinary
food blog, chezpim.com. Want to know
what that meal at Le Meurice looked like?
Go to chezpim. She photographed every
single dish, in glorious digital colour, and
has posted the pictures. Want to know
what she thought of the coolest new bis-
tros in Paris? Go to chezpim.

Around 10,000 people from around the
world do so every week, many of them
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Pim outside her local res-

taurant in San Francisco. 
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